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In 2015, Cyber Monday crossed $3 billion in online spending, representing the heaviest
online spending day in history. The total spend during the first 30 days of the
November-December 2015 holiday season was $27.6 billion1. Despite these recordbreaking sales, there were fewer website outages compared to previous years, which
could be a result of retailers increasing the capacity of their IT platforms. Retailers have
started to change the way they deploy their infrastructure to achieve an improvement
in scalability, flexibility, and agility, while remaining cost effective.
Cloud adoption is becoming a major theme for the IT industry, and is influencing how
retailers procure and deploy their IT assets. Capacity utilization and demand-based cloud
deployment architecture provides the financial advantages of moving capital expenditure to
operating expenditure, resulting in lower total cost of ownership.
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Despite the awareness of the benefits cloud services can bring to a business, retailers
are concerned about some key aspects, such as the complexities involved in adopting or
migrating to a cloud-based architecture, customer data loss, security, internal data loss,
and impact to their IT departments.
It is important to recognise that the software delivery lifecycle for cloud-based deployments functions in ways that are significantly different from the traditional on-premise
architecture that IT operations staff and developers have previously used. These
differences can lead to new challenges and may require different implementation tools
and approaches. This white paper explores some issues, considerations, and techniques
for optimizing ecommerce website architecture, to enable the on-premise Oracle
Commerce platform to be deployed in public/private or hybrid cloud architecture.

Audience
The target audience of this white paper is existing and implementing customers who
have purchased all or parts of the Oracle Commerce suite as well as prospective
customers. It assumes prior knowledge of what Oracle Commerce provides and the
high level architecture of the product. Certain sections are aimed at readers with a more
technical background.

Introduction
Online trading continues to gain momentum as the competition to attract and retain
customers is getting tougher for retailers. Discount selling, flash sales, and promotional
events have become a major phenomenon and are putting pressure on retailers to maximise their technology budgets and to deliver a high quality customer experience, while
sustaining margins and growing existing revenue.
Any outages during the peak trading periods can result in significant financial impact and
reputational damage, along with loss of future revenue as customers are drawn away to
competitor sites. Just a couple of years ago, major retailer websites suffered outages and
could not keep up with the sudden surge in customer traffic during peak trading events,
leading them to provision extra capacity. But that permanent extra capacity resulted in
huge capital expenditures, and is unnecessary during non-peak periods when systems on
standby are not being used.
For many retailers, the appeal of being able to shift from a fixed capital expense model
to a variable-cost and potentially lower operating expense model is likely to be a primary
consideration in the drive towards cloud adoption. The ability to scale up rapidly without
dependencies on internal provisioning, and to launch new services or products in new
markets is also an important factor in weighing different procurement and deployment
options.
Given the way in which enterprise architectures evolved in their organizations, cloud
adoption by large enterprise retailers is perceived to be complicated. Retailers are often
required to integrate many separate systems together to run their business, with each
technology component being driven by a different company roadmap, controlling different
elements of the customer experience, or running a siloed touch point. Outside of the core
commerce platform, retailers need to integrate data and content from disparate sources.
Enterprise ecommerce applications were designed to deal with such complexities in a
centralised, highly available, shared resource architecture. A cloud deployment architecture seems to be in direct contradiction to this philosophy, as the cloud model is based
on a decentralised, fail-fast, share-nothing architecture. Therefore, if the migration to
the cloud is not carried out properly, with consideration of a large range of factors, it can
result in significant cost and performance implications.
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Determining Whether Cloud Deployment Fits Your Business
Cloud computing continues to be one of the most hyped topics in IT and is on the agenda
for almost all IT procurement cycles. Before moving to the cloud, retailers should perform
a cloud readiness assessment to evaluate the suitability of cloud deployment for their
organisation. There are a number of considerations such as:
1. Will your website benefit from ‘elastic scaling’?
2.	How tolerant are your customers of queuing/outages? Depending on the market you
operate within and customer segments you cater to, your customers may tolerate
queuing.
3.	What is the difference in size of traffic peaks compared to the rest of the year (business as usual)?
4. What would happen if the cloud service went down?
5.	What are the long term costs and return-on-investment of a cloud solution? In some
cases, moving your operations to a cloud platform could turn out to be more expensive. There will be some implementation and migration costs at the outset; these are
dependent on any new processes or applications you decide to take advantage of.
6.	Have you thought through how your employees will adjust to a new way of working?
Managing software delivery in a cloud architecture would require working with new
tools, patterns, and processes. This could affect individuals, procedures, and at times
the entire organisation.
7. Will legacy systems be able to work with a cloud application?
8.	Would your organization benefit from a managed services/outsourced infrastructure
model?

Scalability Options in the Cloud
One of the main benefits of cloud deployment is the ‘elasticity’ it offers. Cloud architectures enable you to quickly and dynamically scale your application up or down, thereby
meeting changing business demands and improving business agility. The cloud takes
away the complexity and delays that can be caused by internal organisational procurement, environment setup, and operations processes. If done correctly, a site can be
scaled with dozens of new instances to augment capacity within minutes.
There are two models generally employed to scale capacity in the cloud: static and
elastic scaling.

Static Scaling
This technique requires time-based provisioning of additional capacity to match the
expected increase in traffic to your website. Determining how much to scale depends on
a number of factors such as:
1.	Time of the year when you expect more traffic – e.g. holiday season, summer
clearance, new product launches, etc.
2.	Time of the day when you expect more traffic – e.g. 6-10 PM on weekdays, 8-11 PM
on weekends, etc.
3.	Day of the week – e.g. low traffic on Monday mornings, higher traffic on the weekend.
To determine how much capacity is required, you should evaluate the average load across
a period of time and take the higher end as your capacity requirement and add a safety
buffer. For example, if traffic to your site hovers between 200-400 page views per hour
during non-peak hours of the day, and varies between 400-800 page views per hour
during the peak hours (6-10 PM), then considering a 25% safety factor, you should have
the capacity to serve 500 page views per hour between 10 PM to 6 PM ramping up to
1,000 page views per hour.
This can help establish a baseline view of capacity requirements that can be monitored
and tuned over time.
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Elastic Scaling
“Over provisioning” using the static scaling technique could result in sub-optimal usage
of resources and may incur unnecessary license and infrastructure costs. Equally “under
provisioning” could result in degraded performance or outages which could impact your
business during peak demand events.
Elastic scaling can be employed to manage demand surges and unforeseen events such
as a viral media campaign, or unexpected popularity of a product resulting in increased
demand, etc. Elastic scaling—also known as dynamic, utilization, or load-based scaling—
provisions additional instances to augment capacity based on several load factors such
as CPU and memory utilization, and brings down instances when the average utilisation
decreases. To implement dynamic scaling, upscaling and downscaling thresholds are
defined, which act as the trigger for increasing or decreasing the platform capacity.
Dynamic scaling can provide a huge benefit in provisioning capacity on demand, but it
cannot differentiate between legitimate demand surges and invalid/malicious demand
surges. Dynamic scaling, if not monitored, can be counterproductive and costly in certain
scenarios such as:
1.	
A denial of service attack. Such a scenario will consume all the available capacity
and trigger upscaling thresholds to spin up additional instances, thereby increasing
the cost.
2.	
Resource exhaustion. Poorly coded applications can hold on to resources and can
cause contention on shared resources such as database or file systems, and trigger
a false upscaling threshold. Spinning up new instances in this situation could result in
additional contention for the shared resources.
3.	
Insufficient downstream capacity. When the root cause of an upscaling threshold is
a downstream system with a real-time dependency that cannot keep up with demand,
scaling out the source of the problem will only serve to exacerbate the situation.
To distinguish between malicious demand surge and genuine demand surge, an appropriate full-stack monitoring solution is highly recommended to enforce controls.

Challenges with Cloud Computing
Despite the many financial and technical benefits that cloud deployment models offer,
there are a number of factors to consider before moving your ecommerce applications
to cloud architecture:

Opacity
Cloud vendors share some key metrics about instances, but this is different from
on-premise servers in which infrastructure and operations teams can instrument
and monitor any aspect of the underlying infrastructure for an Oracle Commerce
implementation.

Multi-Tenancy
Multi-tenancy is a key feature of cloud computing and is based on an over-subscription
model for distributing load across a pool of server capacity. Multi-tenancy is realised by
consolidation of physical resources. But this consolidation means that the server capacity is shared amongst a number of other customers, and at times multiple tenants can
compete for resources from the same servers, such as network and storage. Each tenant
could assume that they have higher priority over other tenants for the server resources.

Capacity vs. Performance
Cloud deployment allows provisioning of additional capacity on demand, but this does not
necessarily translate into better performance. Providers of cloud services can offer guarantees on granting capacity on demand, but they may not provide the required throughput
in terms of expected performance levels.
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Software Upgrades and Updates
Cloud providers require all their customers to keep the software versions of their services
current with the software versions that they designate as the latest. While this seems
practical and prudent, as it will help to keep the platform up to date, it would require other
dependent software components of the stack to be upgraded simultaneously to ensure
compatibility and compliance.

Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard (PCI-DSS)
Retailers handle customers’ payment card and additional individual data, and therefore are
required to conform to strict payment card industry policies. The majority of cloud service
providers claim PCI compliance, but simply hosting your application with a PCI-compliant
service provider doesn’t automatically make you PCI-compliant. Retailers are required to
manage their own PCI compliance.

Data Sovereignty and Security
A number of countries in Europe mandate that data about their citizens must be stored in
servers physically located inside their own country. Consumer expectations pertaining to
data privacy and data sovereignty, e.g. the physical location of the data, as well as intermediate countries where the data is transmitted before reaching its final storage destination, should be considered while evaluating a migration to cloud hosting.

Cloud Proliferation
Lack of process and governance can lead to proliferation of applications in the cloud.
Lack of governance specifically can lead to different departments within an organisation deploying cloud services from multiple vendors without considering the integration
and compatibility aspects. This could create unmanageable silos of applications that are
difficult to integrate and operate. If a retailer builds cloud applications on the same cloud
platform, they can integrate and extend it without having to hire skill sets specific to every
different application in the portfolio.
In summary, while the above considerations may be challenges for many public cloud
offerings, an enterprise private cloud solution can eliminate many of them for Oracle
Commerce customers, by providing all the benefits of a cloud deployment model, along
with control, security, and optimal performance levels.
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Key Considerations in Moving an Oracle Commerce
Application to the Cloud
Oracle Commerce is architected as an open, extensible platform that can integrate with
any stack, and is purpose-built for tight front-end and back-end integration controlled
within a single solution.
For many retailers, moving to a cloud-based infrastructure could be a complex process.
Migration of an Oracle Commerce platform to the cloud may require changes to your
software delivery model and necessitates very close coordination between the development and operations teams. There are many aspects to consider while planning such a
migration, and all of them should be evaluated on a cost/benefit basis. The key considerations are as follows:

Centralised Architecture
Ecommerce applications typically require long-running transactions, spanning across
multiple data stores to continuously persist changes to the shopping cart during a
customer’s shopping journey. This results in a tightly coupled application architecture
based on synchronous transactions, blocking calls, and reliance on singleton services,
making them single points of contention/failure.
Synchronous transactions are required for ensuring consistency in results. For example,
the checkout process is one big transaction: the basket is updated with items, delivery
options are selected, payment is made for the items, and finally the order is submitted
as the commitment of that transaction. If the transaction is successful, a confirmation
is sent to the user. Each step is sequential and the success criterion for each step is an
update to the order in the database, to ensure there is consistency of the order entity. At
every step in this transaction, there could be a number of failure scenarios that result in a
rollback, such as stock unavailability, payment failure, or a problem with delivery options.
This requires servers to maintain intermediate states for actions that are not committed,
by maintaining a session state for a transaction.
Cloud deployment, on the other hand, requires applications to operate as self-contained
units relying on asynchronous and stateless interactions with other applications in a
distributed architecture.

Session Stickiness
In a cloud deployment, applications are generally expected to be stateless, and they
should not maintain any conversation state with the client. Stateless interaction means
that the server does not store any state about the client session on the server side. The
session is stored on the client. That the server is stateless means that every/any server
can service any client at any time; there is no session affinity, i.e. session stickiness. The
relevant session information is stored on the client and passed to the server as needed.
This behaviour doesn’t bode well with the Oracle Commerce architecture, which relies
heavily on session-scoped components and therefore requires requests to go to the
same server that initiated them, unless there is a failover. This architecture allows Oracle
Commerce to deliver high performance and scale by having the object hierarchy cached
in-memory, eliminating the need for the application to take multiple round trips to fetch
the data from the back-end.

Assumes Highly Available Infrastructure
Oracle Commerce’s need for highly tuned, dedicated, reliable, and always available infrastructure conflicts with the norm of most public cloud infrastructures. Cloud platforms
are built on the assumption that the infrastructure will be shared by many tenants, and
one cannot make any assumptions about the availability and reliability of their underlying
infrastructure. Given this unreliable nature of public clouds, the applications have to be
designed in a way which can tolerate node failures and continue operations on the fail
over nodes.

Integration with Legacy Applications
Many retailers have a number of legacy applications supporting key aspects of their
business. Migrating ecommerce applications to the cloud, while maintaining existing integrations with on-premise legacy systems can be another challenge, as legacy
systems generally provide limited options to integrate; most of these options are based
on file-based ETL batch jobs. This also brings up the need to integrate from the cloud to
on-premise (legacy apps) via WAN, and all the security and performance issues that
may bring.

Application Architecture to Support Cloud Deployment
The Oracle Commerce platform provides a flexible framework that supports various
architectures for cloud enablement. This section will cover a few implementation architectures which could help realise a cloud-based deployment for an Oracle Commerce
implementation.

Hybrid Cloud Architecture
1: Decoupled Service-Enabled Architecture
Oracle Commerce can be deployed in a service-enabled manner in which the presentation and business layers of an application are separated. In this architecture, the back-end
is completely decoupled from the front-end, and Oracle Commerce’s role is to act as the
provider for centralised order capture and consolidated product information capabilities
across all channels in distributed enterprise architecture.
In this implementation, front-end consumer applications would be completely technology independent and only need the capability to communicate via REST web services.
Front-end applications can use the most modern technology available: API-first architecture, HTML5 UI, Responsive Design, etc., while leveraging the industry-leading, highly
scalable, enterprise grade Oracle Commerce on the back-end.

Service-Enabled Architecture Model

This decoupled architecture allows deployment of front-end applications in the cloud to be
scaled independently from the core commerce platform. Physical separation of front-end
and back-end deployment units enables independent release cycles and reduced testing
efforts when deploying new functionalities. This “separation of concerns” also improves
portability of client code since the clients do not have to worry about data persistence,
enabling both the clients and servers to be simpler and more scalable.
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This architecture provides a solid platform for core multichannel business capabilities
on the back-end (on-premise), while enabling the deployment of decentralised customer-facing applications in the cloud. Another key benefit of this hybrid cloud deployment
approach is that the majority of the integrations to the legacy systems would remain
unchanged, as the core commerce platform would still be on-premise. This architecture
allows more granular control over data privacy and security, as the front-end applications
can be designed to not retain sensitive data such as customer attributes or orders, and
the data is only persisted in the on-premise back-end servers. Intermediary load-balancers, firewalls, and proxy servers can be deployed to enforce tighter security policies,
thereby reducing many of the security risks associated with cloud deployments.

Hybrid Cloud Architecture
2: Coupled/Monolithic Cloud Architecture
This is the traditional way in which the Oracle Commerce platform is deployed, but in
order for this architecture to be deployed in the cloud, it would require some changes to
help alleviate issues around elastic scaling.

Cloud Deployment Model

When operating Oracle Commerce in the cloud, it is necessary to define a static site
topology, i.e., a logical grouping of one or more servers that serve the same content.
When new assets are deployed to a site, every server in the site is updated with the
latest asset versions. The publishing agent is a service that runs on a target site’s storefront servers and manages deployment of repository and file assets. The publishing agent
also performs database caching and switching deployment operations on the target.
Site topology definition requires the deployment server to know the host names/IP
addresses of the servers that will run the publishing agent services, so that it can
propagate the deployment events to these agents. This approach works well for an
on-premise setup as the topology can be statically defined. However, if the same approach is followed in a cloud setup, it would imply losing some of the elasticity benefits
that the cloud provides.
To get around this dependency, alternate deployment architectures could be employed
wherein only a single highly available storefront instance (Server Lock Manager, Global
Scenario Server, etc.) would run as an essential publishing agent, while all other storefronts would operate as non-essential agents. During and after a deployment, the deployment server could broadcast deployment events over JMS topics for the storefronts to
perform the appropriate switches on any switchable repositories, VFSs, and invalidation
of repository caches. This architecture will ensure data consistency from a database perspective, since for static file consistency, a NFS/SAN shared disk should be mounted as
the deployshare directory for each storefront. In this way it could access the latest copy
of static assets (targeters, content groups, segments, etc.).
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Another key requirement for cloud deployment architecture is that each storefront server
is expected to be self-contained to support horizontal auto-scaling. While horizontal
scalability allows more nodes to be added to increase throughput, it also requires each of
these storefronts to maintain its local cache, which becomes inefficient since it requires
all nodes accessing the database to cache the same objects.
Oracle Coherence, an in-memory distributed data grid solution provides the ability to
access large volumes of data with minimal latency. Storing objects in Oracle Coherence
improves performance and scalability by eliminating load on the database and other
systems, thereby helping in decentralising efforts. In this model, the storefront servers
can retain a small number of cached objects locally in ‘near cache’, while the remaining
objects are stored on the Coherence cache grid.
The below diagram illustrates how this approach would benefit the stack:

Grid Caching with Oracle Coherence

This allows the large catalog to reside primarily in the external cache rather than the
JVMs, thereby making auto scaling less taxing on the database for accessing shared
objects.
Another technique to decouple and decentralise the architecture is to cache as much
content as possible closer to the end user, so that the processing dependency on individual storefront servers can be reduced. CDN (Content Delivery Network) is a globally
distributed highly available network of servers which serves content to end users. CDNs
are capable of caching large amounts of data and can significantly reduce the number of
requests to your platform. This means that even if the client browser believes it is making
hundreds of requests as part of a session, only from zero to a handful will actually reach
the origin. Having the CDN cache and serve most of the non-transactional content could
greatly reduce the load and impact of cache warm-ups required on individual Oracle
Commerce servers, while scaling up new instances.
CDN cache effectiveness (hit ratio) can be further increased if applications are designed
to store personalised information in user cookies, so that the number of unique pages
(including personalised versions of pages) stored on the CDN are reduced. Some
techniques to achieve this involve using AJAX to inject personalised information into an
otherwise non-personalised page. Alternatively, the solution can include all content for all
values of the selected personalization dimension and use client side technologies, such
as JavaScript, to hide/show the correct pieces of information for that particular user.

Conclusion
With the rapid growth of ecommerce, businesses cannot afford poor performance or unplanned outages, especially during
peak trading periods when a significant proportion of annual revenue and profits are generated. At the same time, retailers are
under pressure to sustain margins and profitability by stretching their technology budgets while ensuring a high level of customer
satisfaction.
Cloud deployment models can potentially remove many of the underlying constraints and dependencies of infrastructure provisioning from the delivery process. They also offer the opportunity to move capital expenses to operating expenses, thereby optimizing
the IT spend. It is evident that there are conflicting benefits of moving an ecommerce application into the cloud versus maintaining
it in an on-premise model. There are trade-offs in each of the options. In its current form, the Oracle Commerce application will
run better on a hybrid or private cloud architecture. A well-run hybrid/private cloud can be as cost effective as the public cloud. The
key to the success of the hybrid approach is that work better suited to a cloud solution should be migrated to one or more clouds,
while the existing integrations with legacy systems are retained.
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